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Report IIC (2021-22)

' (Self- Driven Activity)

Oral Presentation Competition

The Institution's Innovation Council (IIC), Covt. Shakambhar PC College, Sambhar Lake (Jaipur)

organised an oral presentation':competition with theme "Global Challenges for 2l"Century" on l8'h,

lanuary,2022. The event was organised as self- driven activity for quarter- 2 (2021- 22) with main

objective to create awareness about sustainable developmental goals, their challcngcs and all possible

innovative solutions for major challenges of2l'r century across the globe. All the UC students from thc

institute were allowed for the participation in the competition.

Overall, 25 students from the Institute participated and judges lor followed criterion as theme orientation

and value addition, display attribute and overall presentation within given time frame. A panel of three

judges Dr.MakkhanLal Nayak (NIRF Coordinator, IIC), Dr.Chhavi. S. Chaturvedi, (Start- up Coordinator,

IIC) and Dr. J.P. Pareek (Member, llc), rating them for all suggested criteria. Following three students

from the institute named as Mr. Dev. Kr Jangid, Miss Arpita Kumawat& Miss Priyanka Soni secured

First, second and third positions for the competition, respectively.All the winners were awarded with

memento as token of appreciation and participation certificales were given to all the participants by

Dr.G.P. Dayma, (Principal &Patron oftie Institute).

Event was successfully organized by Dr.Ritu Sharma (Start- up Co- coordinator, IIC)Dr.Beena Sharma

(lnternship Coordinator, IIC), and Mrs. Sunita Chaudhary, (lnnovation Activity. co- coordinator, IIC).The

event was of2 hrs and ended with the vote ofthanks delivered by Ritusharma (StarF up Co- coordinator,

rrc).
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